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Directors of security at five casinos are creating
proposals on adopting anti-trafficking
programming including BOTL materials or
recommendations, while two other casino chains
are augmenting their anti-trafficking programs.
Directors of security at six truck stop/casinos will
be attending TAT’s virtual training for truck
stops/travel plazas, and two have committed to
distributing TAT’s trucking materials, along with
BOTL’s casino materials, to their staff.
Las Vegas Metro Police Department will be
sharing TAT's Law Enforcement (LE) training video
with 3,000 officers during their next in-service.
Marksman Security in Las Vegas, which has been
showing the BOTL training video via the RTC-
Southern Nevada anti-trafficking initiative, plans
to conduct refresher training with its transit
security guards and hand out BOTL wallet cards. 
The Reno-Tahoe Airport Police requested
additional training from the Reno HEAT Unit and
will be sharing BOTL with the bus and shuttle
companies providing airport ground
transportation.
The Nevada-based staff of two major transit
contractors will be sharing information on BOTL
with their corporate leadership.
Carson City Communications Center plans to train
their dispatching staff at their next in-service. 
The Pershing County Undersheriff encouraged
members of his staff who did not attend the
briefing to watch TAT's LE training video.
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Truckers Against Trafficking/Busing on the Lookout, the Nevada Attorney General's Office, the Nevada
Trucking Association, and the Nevada Resort Association hosted an online briefing on how the casino, transit
and bus industries can partner with law enforcement to help end human trafficking in Nevada. The briefing
included an overview of human trafficking, survivor testimony, guidance on using BOTL’s training materials
and a discussion by a panel of law enforcement officers from the Reno Human Exploitation and Trafficking
(HEAT) Unit. The goals of this event were to i) provide niche-specific anti-trafficking training for target
industries; ii) outline concrete actions these industries can take to combat human trafficking; and iii) link
industry stakeholders directly to the law enforcement investigating human trafficking cases.

“Thank you for the training; it is certainly the most
informative one I've been to on human trafficking.” 

“I have attended a number of these, and [this one]
was one of the very best in terms of providing
actionable information and training.” 

“Excellent format in presenting the material. Having
presenters personally affected by trafficking and
those who investigate trafficking added extra
credibility to an enlightening 90 minutes.”

“We have used BOTL materials at our agency, and
the response was very positive.”

"Thank you for an outstanding and useful course!"
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64 ATTENDEES VIEWED TAT’S FREEDOM
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better equipped to recognize and
report human trafficking94%

98% plan to share the information they learned
with their company/agency/organization


